DRAFT HRTO Subcommittee Minutes – September 16, 2019
Norfolk City Hall, Norfolk, VA
The meeting was chaired by Mike Miller (VDOT). The meeting started at 9:30 am.
1. Public Comment Period
 Nobody from the public requested to speak.
2. Minutes of the June 10th meeting were reviewed. Motion for approval was made by Robert
Lewis and seconded by Brian Fowler. The minutes were approved.
3. Hampton Roads Operations Strategy – Regional Vision and Goals
 Mike Miller (VDOT) introduced the topic by handing out copies of the presentation that
was sent to the committee last week, and Robert went through the presentation. They
noted that they had conversations with FHWA (Iris Vaughn and Rick Denney) about the
slides. They also noted that CAOs are the audience along with TPO voting members and
staff. Mike also mentioned that these slides are already moving through VDOT.
 Brian Fowler (Norfolk) noted that it would be good to talk about the regional vision on
the Phase 1 slide. Mike M. replied that he was worried about being too illustrative up
front and not enough on where we’re going. The presentation may be too long already.
 Mike M. noted that FHWA looked at the Common Controller Platform slide and noted
that there are big savings, and they recommended using the consultant to help with the
logical migration path. Randy Cooper (Newport News) noted that we’ve gotten regional
money before and it didn’t work, we still need somebody to administer it. Mike M.
responded that VDOT likely has the wherewithal to do things regionally now, since
there’s more buy in at the management level. This could be a test of how we do a truly
regional project at VDOT.
 Brian F. noted that since Norfolk is already implementing this, the Common Controller
Platform slide should be updated. Norfolk’s cost would be $0.
 Mike M. mentioned that FHWA is glad that we’re discussing the Regional Traffic
Operations Center. FHWA gave Mike a list of other locations where this has been done.
There will be more discussion on this to come.
 After going through the presentation, Mike M. opened the floor for questions. Brian F.
reiterated his concerns about “standards” and consistency. He is concerned that VDOT
or the region will decide what “performance” is and whether Norfolk will have a say. He
thinks Norfolk will operate their network differently than other localities. Brian is also
still concerned about maintenance and operations needs. There is an unsaid
commitment in this that additional local funds will be needed for maintenance. He
doesn’t want somebody in the city five years from now to be locked into something.
 Randy C. noted that Newport News has Econolite controllers, and the city wants to
ensure that the functionality that Newport News has today will remain with the new
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firmware. Randy asked if these costs also include central hardware and software, and
where are the servers going to be housed. He thought a server in each locality could be
an issue. If there is a central server, will there be a backup and what do we do if it goes
down?
Frank Hickman (Virginia Beach) mentioned that cities have to make a commitment to
maintenance. He doesn’t see this as a new commitment to each city. It makes
communication easier, and allows us to get information from you or to you.
Brian F. said that we’re not even thinking yet about the host of things coming our way
such as connected and automated vehicles. He added that it’s not an easy thing for
Norfolk to commit to maintenance of this equipment since it will compete for funding
with other things like bike/ped infrastructure.
Mike Corwin (VDOT) responded that all of us have concerns about these tasks. At the
end of the day we want to show that we are coming together as a region to help people
travel throughout the region, and we need to show a common front.
Robert L. mentioned that this is not just for elected officials, it’s everybody including the
public. We can move as fast/slow/independently as every locality would like. It’s a 20
year vision, not a 5 year one. Frank H. added that it’s good to get this in front of our
leaders as it may help get more local funding dedicated to operations. Robert cautioned
that city leaders may ultimately decide that this isn’t the way to go.
Leo Blades (Hampton) asked if this is something that we will show to all elected officials
at once. Mike M. responded that VDOT staff will probably handle this with each locality
individually, and then get everybody together at the end. Mike Corwin (VDOT) added
that it would be good to get the CTB involved in these discussions.
Mike M. noted that he will provide additional information at the next HRTO meeting on
VDOT’s internal discussions and next steps. He will share that it may be beneficial to get
them all together at the end at once. Mike also added that VDOT is looking for the
ability to look at CoRS end use data to produce a quicker response to the system, which
would be beneficial to all.
There was discussion about the four tasks on Slide 22 of the presentation. Mike M.
noted that he was looking to have the committee approve of this concept, not each task
specifically, and that they were written for the intended audience.
Brian F. thought that Task 3 – “Develop ATMS data thresholds for automated action
plans on CoRS.” – is too in the weeds for where we are at right now, and Olga Beltsar
(Norfolk) thought that Task 3 is too specific. Brian worried that council members will
think this involves an AI system. Dustin Reinhardt (Port of Virginia) recommended using
the term semi-automated, similar to how the Port does. The committee agreed to
reword Task 3 to say “Identify semi-automated ATM action plans and the associated
inputs.”
There was also discussion about combining Task 1 and 2, and renaming Task 1 as Task 1a
and Task 2 as Task 1b. Ultimately the committee decided to leave the two tasks
separate.
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Robert made a motion approving of the concept of the tasks shown on Slide 22, with
the Amended Task 3. Mike Corwin seconded the motion. The committee voted for
approval.
Mike M. wrapped up the topic by noting that he will come back with Chris Hall’s
feedback at the next meeting. We will also look to move forward with funding request,
and Mike noted that Rick Denny mentioned a couple federal pots of money that could
be used for this. Mike also noted that we may need to reopen this project out to bid,
since the current task order is running low on money.

4. VDOT’s Statewide Traffic Signal Controller Platform – D4 Controller Software
 Brian Fowler (Norfolk) introduced the topic by noting that Norfolk is currently
implementing 2070 controllers with D4 software. He thought it would be a good idea
for Avery Rhodes to discuss the D4 software and statewide contract with the group. He
also noted that Avery will be in Norfolk Tuesday and Wednesday training city signal
technicians.
 Avery Rhodes (Advanced Traffic Solutions) made a presentation on the D4 Controller
Software. Highlights of the presentation include:
o D4 Traffic Signal Controller Software Deployment Summary
o D4 Traffic Signal Controller Software Highlights
1. Deployed in all Cabinet Types (TS-1, TS-2 Type I/II, 332/336, ITS, ATC)
2. TS-2 Detection Support for all Cabinet Types
3. AB3418 and NTCIP Protocol Support
4. Support for both OS-9 and Linux Based ATC Controllers
5. Leader in Transit Priority (Bus and Rail) and Advanced Coordination
Options
6. Built-in Local Adaptive Split Feature/Enabled per Coordination Plan
7. Ability to Upgrade Software Remotely or Locally via USB (No Flash
Required)
8. Supports the Indiana Data Logger for Performance Measures (ATSPM)
9. Support for Connected Vehicle Applications (SPaT)
o D4 Traffic Signal Controller Software Installation/Upgrade Utility
o Company Experience/Qualifications
 In response to questions, Jon Chambers (Kimley-Horn) noted that Basic KITS are the offthe-shelf version of the software. The statewide contract is similar to this but with a
few customizations such as freeway management. The platform is the same base.
 Robert asked if there are provisions in the contact for a city to apply their own
customizations. Jon responded that there is separate pricing for localities to get Basic
KITS, and then can pay extra for customization. Jon responded to other questions by
noting that there is an hourly rate for this customization, and multiple people can
control the signals in the contract. There are also hierarchical user rights that can be
done by corridor, time of day, etc.
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Robert asked if anybody is currently using this with off-site backup. Jon responded that
VDOT is doing this, with NoVa currently housing the system and the backup hosted in
Atlanta. Robert noted that there’s merit to having backup data centers, maybe in the
western part of the state or out of state.
Jon noted that we need the most consistency with the CoRS. There is an economy of
scale if we implement it on a locality level.
Brian was asked about the status of the system in Norfolk. He responded that two
controllers are in place and they are working on the database conversion. In 2-3 weeks
they will be ready to convert the software. There are 160 controllers already in the TMC
that will be replaced, and this is being done in house. Brian will provide an update on
progress at a future meeting.

5. For Your Information
 Keith N. described the upcoming SHRP-2 Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Training
Workshop and Train the Trainer class.
6. Meeting Schedule
 The next two HRTO meetings are scheduled to be on Columbus Day and Veterans Day.
The committee decided to combine the two meetings into one, and hold it on
November 4th at the normal time. The meeting will be held at HRTPO.

The meeting adjourned at 11:05 am. A tour of the Norfolk TMC was conducted following the meeting.
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